The prospects and limitations of metamaterial localized resonance sensors are investigated theoretically and experimentally. Gold split-ring resonators are employed as the model system where the light induced LC-resonance yields a figure-of-merit, sensitivity divided by linewidth, up to 54 depending on the split-ring resonator design and engineering of the light-plasmon coupling. This highest measured value is comparable to quasi-static predictions, suggesting incremental improvements beyond this point. Further optimization attempts show the effect of inhomogeneous broadening giving some indication that the limits have been reached for this particular design and material choice. 
Introduction
Metamaterials are artificially structured materials that obtain their properties from their mesoscopic unit cell structure rather than from the constituent materials. The focus of metamaterials has primarily been on their unique optical properties such as a negative refractive index, that enables the fabrication of exotic devices e.g. near-field superlenses [1, 2] , hyperlenses [3] , and invisibility cloaks [4] . However, lately there has also been considerable interest in using metamaterials as refractive index sensors. Metamaterials consisting of split-ring resonators (SRRs) are among the potential sensor candidates. SRRs have already been employed to detect thin polymer layers [5] , Si nanospheres in solution [6] , organic monolayers [7] and DNA [8] . SRR sensors have a competitive sensitivity to e.g. photonic crystal based sensors [9, 10] but with the wide resonance peak, see e.g. [11] , being a major drawback. Several suggestions have been made to improve this including utilization of EIT-like concepts [12] , embedding the SRRs in optical gain materials [13] , and fabricating SRRs out of superconducting materials [14] .
In this paper, we investigate the limits of metamaterial based sensors and derive an analytical expression for the figure-of-merit [15] 
which favors a large sensitivity ∆λ /∆n and a narrow resonance linewidth δ λ = λ /Q, which is central for the quantification of minute refractive-index changes. The quality factor Q has contributions from coupling, radiation loss, and inhomogeneous broadening, i.e. Q = 1/(Q −1
inhom ). In addition, there is an intrinsic Q 0 related to the ohmic damping of the plasmons. Surprisingly, in the quasi-static limit Q 0 has a universal nature [16] . The FOM inherits this universality, carrying no information on the detailed geometry of the plasmonic resonator. For common plasmonic metals (such as Au, Ag, and Al) this allows us to estimate typical FOMs in the range from 5 to 80, depending on the particular resonance frequency and the material of choice. The derived expression is tested by a SRR based model system where the coupling of bright and dark plasmonic elements is exploited to narrow the linewidth of the fundamental LC-resonance for all-gold SRRs.
Theory
Wang and Shen [16] used quasi-static arguments (assuming that kΛ 1, with Λ being a characteristic length scale of the unit cell) to show that for metal structures surrounded by air, plasmonic localized resonances would have a universal quality factor
where ε m = ε m + iε m is the complex permittivity of the metal. This result implies that any efforts of improving the sharpness of the plasmon resonance will be unfruitful, since the Q is only determined by the choice of metal and resonance frequency. Following the same lines we may derive a universal value of the FOM in the quasi-static limit. In particular, it can be shown that the sensitivity becomes
A similar result was reported recently by Svedendahl et al. [17] . Interestingly, this intrinsic FOM is highly dependent on the plasmon damping while at the same time fully independent of the underlying geometrical details of the resonant plasmonic structure. Improving the geometrical properties will thus mainly serve to minimize radiation and coupling degradation of the intrinsic FOM. For larger resonator structures, the quasi-static assumption is not fulfilled, but as emphasized in Ref. [16] , the predictions may still serve as important guidelines. Fig. 1 illustrates Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) for three often used metals in metamaterials with data taken from [18, 19] . As seen, there is a vast difference in FOM between the chosen metals with silver being the best and aluminum being the worst. Most importantly, we emphasize the characteristic scale of the FOM, indicating that for localized plasmonic resonances in typical metal nanostructures the FOM is unlikely to exceed the range 10 to 10 2 . For the majority of experimental studies, gold is the preferred material for nanostructures because it is relatively stable over time whereas silver rapidly oxidizes in an atmospheric environment. 
Design and fabrication
To narrow the linewidth of the fundamental LC-resonance, we employ the coupling of bright and dark plasmonic elements. Bright and dark elements were first introduced by Stockman et al. [20] . The bright elements are easily excited by free-space radiation and the radiation dissipation limits their quality factor. When excited, the bright element can excite neighboring dark elements via near-field coupling. The absent direct radiation coupling results in a high quality factor for the dark elements, thus mainly being limited by the loss of the metal [21] . For a SRR, a bright element requires the arms to be aligned perpendicular to the radiation polarization whereas rotating the SRR by ±π/2 leads to a dark element. For SRR based devices some optical activity occurs [22] but most of the energy stored in the dark element is re-radiated through the bright element. Here, the effect of the bright and dark elements is investigated by defining a unit cell of 2×2 SRRs and then changing the number of bright elements from four to one. In fabrication, a 180 nm thick layer of EBL resist, ZEP520A (Zeon Corp., Tokyo, Japan) is spincoated onto a 1 mm thick fused silica substrate. A 15 nm aluminium layer is thermally deposited on top of the ZEP layer to prevent charge accumulation during EBL. A 1.2×1.2 mm 2 area is written with a 100 kV JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL tool (200 µC/cm 2 dose, 2 nA current, 6 nm spotsize). The aluminium layer is then removed in MF-322 (Rohm and Haas, Coventry, UK) and the positive ZEP resist is developed in ZED-N50 (Zeon Corp.) developer. A brief O 2 plasma descum process is applied to remove residual resist before 50 nm Au is deposited by electron beam deposition. The final lift-off is performed by using Remover 1165 (Rohm and Haas). The fabricated samples are given in Fig. 2 . 
Optical characterization
The transmission spectra are recorded in a free space setup using a supercontinuum light source (500-1750 nm, SuperK SCB-Compact 100-PC) and an optical spectrum analyzer (400-1750 nm, Ando AQ-6315E). The output beam is collimated and broadened to a 200 µm spot via a parabolic mirror. Then the light is linearly polarized by a Glan-Thompson polarizer before it reaches the sample. After traversing the sample, the beam is focused by another parabolic mirror and collected with an output fiber with a 10 µm core diameter leading to the spectrum analyzer. The transmission measurements are summarized in Fig. 3 . By combining bright and dark elements, the linewidth is reduced from 220 nm in Fig. 3 (a) to 29 nm in Fig. 3(d) , which is a 87% reduction. At the same time the resonance depth exhibits a 40% (0.88 to 0.53) signal decrease. The fact that the relative narrowing is larger than the relative signal modulation, demonstrates the superiority of the latter design. Hence, the energy dissipation from SRR-SRR coupling is significantly less than the energy dissipation steming from the coupling to the radiation field.
The insets in Fig. 3 illustrate the nearest-neighbor coupling of the bright element. Due to the coupling, the measured signal from one SRR within the array, A SRR meas , is a sum of several contributions
where c 1 and c 2 are configuration dependent positive integers and the subscripts nn and nnn denote nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor, respectively. The strongest contribution comes from the SRR itself (A SRR ) and for Fig. 3(a) , (c), and (d) the nearest-neighbor term dominates. However, for Fig. 3(b) there are only 2 nearest-neighbors and 4 next-nearest-neighbors so that the dominance is less pronounced, resulting in a double dip. Even contributions from SRRs further away can be seen, which illustrates the vast dominance of the nearest-neighbor terms in Fig. 3(a) , (c), and (d) where no other contributions to the fundamental LC-resonance are clearly observable. Note that the resonance at Λ=850 nm in Fig. 3(c) and (d) is a higher order mode and therefore not considered here. The overall narrowing can be seen as a step towards the intrinsic response of a single isolated SRR. sensitivity of 568.3 nm/RIU±6.9 nm/RIU and a linewidth of 10.6 nm, translates into a FOM of 54. This is one of the largest FOM's reported at visible or infrared frequencies [23, 24] . Whereas the sensitivity is typical for this type of structure, the linewidth is extraordinary compared to typical values for similar designs [11] . Numerical simulations (CST Microwave Studio) have indicated that by increasing the height h the resonance could be additionally narrowed without affecting the sensitivity. However, h=100 nm did not further improve the linewidth. To the contrary the linewidth was widening to ∼12-13 nm. The increase is attributed to a poorer lift-off process, hence larger inhomogeneous broadening. This indicates that the limits of optimization has been reached for this particular SRR design and material choice.
Discussion and conclusion
Equation (3) shows that the fundamental limitation of localized plasmon based sensors scales with the material loss. Metals are commonly used in metamaterials at the expense of a high loss compared to semiconductors or dielectrics. Despite recent advances for guided plasmon modes in nanorod arrays [25] , metallic metamaterials are unable to obtain the same figure-ofmerits as seen in LSPR or interferometry based devices [26] . Hence, with present knowledge, metamaterial-based resonant structures do not appear as obvious candidates for a competitive refractometric sensing platform.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the limitations of metamaterial localized resonance sensors theoretically and experimentally. Gold split-ring resonators have been employed as the model system yielding a figure-of-merit of up to 54 depending on the split-ring resonator design and the light-plasmon coupling. The measured values are comparable to quasi-static predictions, suggesting incremental improvements beyond this point.
